
Warm Bright Beautiful Spaces
Extensions | Orangeries



Thermally Efficient and High Quality

Energy Efficient for Low Heating Bills

Flat Roof has a building regulation beating U-
Value of only 0.12 W/m²K thanks to insulated 
structural panels, an insulated kerb and a 
intermediate layer of earth wool.

High Quality Finish

Water drains effectively from the roof thanks 
to the patented pitchlock system and a 
smooth tongue and groove OSB deck. 

The vapour control layer eliminates the risk 
of any condensation. 
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Cost Effective

Large bi-folding or sliding doors usually need 
a steel lintel above them when using 
traditional flat roof construction. These are 
not only costly but reduce the height of doors 
and your view. 

Keep build costs low and maximise views 
with the Ultraframe Flat Roof which can span 
up to 5.6m without the use of a lintel. 



Ultimate Design Flexibility

Choose high quality lanterns or flat skylights to flood the room below with natural light.

Each skylight comes complete with a Building Regulation compliant insulated kerb.

Structural calculations and dimensions are all taken care of within specialist Ultraframe software to 
ensure your roof is structurally sound and there are no mis-measures.



Wide Range of Roofline Designs
Choose the neat standard soffit, or if you want to include patio lighting choose the 
extended soffit. Whether you prefer a more traditional or contemporary look, the Flat 
Roof is available with a range of attractive fascia designs in any colour.
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Classic (white)

Classic (white) Curved Cornice  (green)

Curved Cornice (cream) 2 Tier Cornice (grey with white)

2 Tier Cornice (grey)

4 Tier Cornice (grey)



Standard Soffit
Classic Fascia



Standard Soffit
Curved Cornice



Standard Soffit
Two Tier Cornice



Four Tier Cornice



Extended Soffit
Classic Fascia



Extended Soffit
Curved Cornice



Extended Soffit
Two Tier Cornice



Less Mess and Disruption 

Don’t tear your hair out!

Every component in the Flat Roof is engineered to your 
specification and pre-manufactured off site.

Your flat roof arrives as a kit of parts ready to assemble. 
There is no cutting down required on site and very little 
waste to dispose of. 

Mess and disruption are reduced dramatically vs a 
traditionally built roof. 



Easy Building Regulation Approval 

Flat Roof by Ultraframe has been independently 
assessed by Stroma and Assent who have pre-
approved it for use in extensions and orangeries. 

 Easy, fast and cost-effective Building Regulation 
Approvals

 Assurance that the system consistently meets 
Building Regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
hup! has been system approved by 2 well-known private building inspector networks for use in conservatory transformations and extensions. Both Stroma and Assent have technically assessed and system approved all 4 roofing systems and the hup! wall. Each organisation has a rate for conservatory transformations which is lower than that for extensions. This is because they've assessed the loading data we previously talked about, reducing the need for on-site inspections. Full details will be available shortly re the inspection schedule and building regulation approval process, and contacts for both organisations



Lightweight and Structurally Sound
Peace of mind whatever the weather

With the increasingly unpredictable weather it is 
particularly important that any flat roof is 
engineered to be robust enough to withstand the 
extreme weather conditions for that specific 
postcode. 

The Flat Roof is structurally engineered with 
specialist software to withstand the worst potential 
wind and snow loads for your specific long postcode 
as wind conditions can vary from street to street.

The patented pitchlock ‘fall’ system ensures that the 
roof is pitched enough to rapidly drain rainwater 
and snow melts away into gutters to avoid any 
water pooling.



What makes Ultraroof unique?
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